Collective properties of exotic nuclei
Extensive new set of nuclei -Proton-neutron imbalance -Changes in shell structure?
Theoretical effort: Anticipate new collective phenomena -Signatures by which phenomena can be recognized -Estimates of where phenomena may occur Most low-energy collective phenomena essentially isoscalar Similar proton and neutron distributions in the ground state Deformation arises from strong proton-neutron quadrupole interaction, which couples proton and neutron deformations
Proton-neutron asymmetry in collective excitations
Proton-neutron asymmetry in the ground state?
Very neutron-rich nuclei
Well-separated proton and neutron valence spaces ⇒ Reduced proton-neutron coupling strengths? ⇒ Larger role for proton-neutron asymmetry in ground state?
Nuclear structure
Ground state properties, excitation modes, transition radiations (M1) 
The interacting boson model (IBM-1)
Truncation to s-wave (J = 0) and d-wave (J = 2) nucleon pairs
States: Linear combinations of
(1) Algebraic model: Constructed from elements of Lie algebra 
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Classical energy surface
Minimization of E ⇒ ground state energy, equilibium coordinate values Phase diagram of the IBM-1 The proton-neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2)
Proton and neutron pairs as separate boson species Asymmetric dynamical symmetries (isovector)
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The SU * πν (3) dynamical symmetry: Proton-neutron triaxial structure 
Four order parameters: β π , γ π , β ν , and γ ν
Hamiltonian parameters ("control parameters") 
Proton-neutron symmetry energy (Majorana operator)
Difference between proton and neutron deformation tensorŝ Neutron number 2.0 2.5 Bose-Fermi system -Odd mass or odd-odd nuclei bosonic core + unpaired nucleons -Odd nuclei will play major role in shell structure studies -Coupling to unpaired nucleon significantly influences collective structure of even-even core (core polarization) -Interacting boson fermion model (IBFM) 
Major ingredient in realistic Hamiltonian
H = ε πndπ + ε νndν Pair energy + κ ππ Q π · Q π + κ πν Q π · Q ν + κ νν Q ν · Q ν3.0 EH4 1 + L ê EH2
